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ABSTRACT OF REPORT ON THE DWAj'!"GS OF AN UNIfrj CLOCK msCmANISm

As a first approao to the study of untunAd clock aschani, the phyeiftl
S behaovri of the vorge-star wheel ombination of the Lao clock nohmsm vas

itudled bt anu of a ooaled-up model. Differential equations of motion for
the rttm were de'-,opod and solved, Oarves ahovl tpical w^tioiw weo ob-
Uiod, The dponc.., of equilibrim velocities (or equilibrium tame dolqya)

upon (1) aplied torque, (2) star wheel momant of irertia (3) verg momnt ofIn-rtis was studieds, Ie following esW~r Lel equation for time dolV per

reolutilon Is derived

TuB 5,612 ~,-*12

B in a oonstant factor depndAerg probably upon goam4rical ahapoes and distances
in the star wheel - "eng combination.

Appc ation of the above results to the si.tual mechanism can be made.

* * Notes 22e D=x clock dsai gred b the Rsmond Egineering Laboratories of
Uddletownp Cwewtioutq and was 'mifacturiad for the National Bureau of

Standards b7 the Uz Clock Mazwtact-arwix C*ApaiW of Waterburyl, Connecticut.
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1. I.NrODUCTION

The Lux Olack is a device used in ordnance work me a
tiro delay mechanlsm. It meoitt of a aprixg drivem gear traim
tenu'mated by a gear wheel called the star wheel. The constant

j applied torque of thk spring is tranmitted througk the gear train
f to the star wheel where it appears en a ecout applied torquo or

different magnitude. Unless otherwise specified the word "torque"
will refer to the torque applied to the star wheel, and the
remiader of the gear train as well as the spring will neither be
shown In diagrams nor otherwise discussed. The validity of this
method will be demonstrated later.

The toeeth of this star wheel engage alternately one face
and then the other of an oscillating verge. The motion of this
verge in turn controls the moticn of the star wheel; in particular
it dw.vm rines an upper limit to the mean velocity with which the
star wheel can turn.

1 Pig. 1 is a simpleVRGE ' ketch of the star wheol
- --- verge conbinatIon used In

the Iz cloak. Dimensioe
will be found on prints Nlos.1A 485-7, 906-47 of the Raymond
Engineering Co.

STAR WHEE1,i...

FIG., I

It Is assumed throughout this work that the direction
of motion of the starwheel In all diagrsae Is clockwise and that
this i= th poditive sens. uf jutation ef the wheel. As the

vheel rotates throug% one tooth space the verge oscillates
counterolockwise then clockwise into its original position. A
tooth on the wheel (A) strikes the Iallet face A on a leadiN

a e3 * e "t * 06" Ut e



co1izoan ad p- r*6 awnirimt tbe Pallet fic&* A duirlzw, landi
aoaatat. Tooth B strikes allot face b om a trmiljmR collislon
an during trailing conct. It is rnzr monvntion th-n a
eausere1ookw1ao rotatlon f the vero shall haY a positive -ne,
a llackwivo rotation a negative sense, The arruwb on verge and
heol I lrig. I Mhow these positlve -uaeP ,,
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11. SPACS R!IATIOWHI1F

(A) verze ?os31tiot vtrzus Whbel Pc~fsltoa

It Is of prime importance to know how the position of
th4 v#r6e dopends upon the Paiti a of thA wheel, this ooApletoly
aside from dynamical considerntions. We will find In this
section the possible positions of the verge allowed by to wh"ee
tnder geomtkit&i aoxldeoatiuon only. The discuMsion will else
serve to introduce the terminology.

Reference to Fig. is somewhat misleading but an exam-
ination of the actual tooth of the star wheel will show that
contact between tooth and pallet face occurs y nearly at the
point of the tooth rather than over on the tooth face. We assume
throughout that contact occurs only at the tooth point.

Before proceeding to the calculations the following
point should be noted. (Refer to Fig. 1) As a tooth moves along
a pallet face It coma to a position of last contact. As th wheel
noves, this tooth (say A) slips free of the verge. Since we are
interested in the extreme geometrical positions pokble we now
imanle the wheel to stop and the verge to move util we keys a
collision between tooth B and pallet face 13. Again the wheel
moeso, tooth B sliding along pallet fnce B until It. position of
last contact is reached. Onoe more we hold the tooth in place amd
allow the verge to com around until a (new) tooth A at-ikes pallet
face A. Again wheel moves so that tooth A slideo alo2S pallet
face A until lost contact. It is for the twe regions of sliding
contact Ileading and trailng) that we shall investigate the vorgo
position - wheel position relationhip.

IA
x

I \

R

VERGE IN EQU.I- FIG. a



Fig. 2 rapredoasts tho verge in iu el li ri.im poultlou. Thie
oou.d occur for either londi or trei!itg cne, Gf -.ur. Carl iaI
distance# in this diag. . are determined trm- p.eofi Cation$. They
aie k - distance froz center of rotation of verge (0) to center
of rotetien of whael (a), R - redlut of circle along whick pointe
of star wheel teeth nmre. Angles are also known as are the
coordiates of 11 aud P'. It is cloar that point o serves as tka
Oriiz for the (x, y) 44 tr~inatea.

The equations of the pellet moos can be written in

the form

p In either cate ca" be foum4 by using the known valuem if
(z, y) mntioned above.

Y
Fig. 3 skows tke

wteel-verge combnation
at last contact leanding.

R.. ', X (xl, yl) are coordinates
of the lesding verge

O \, "Y eorner, 01 is te angle

" ' to the center line of the| JO\ 'tooth, designatMd by R.

Ark angle such as 0. Will

R @!

LAST CONTAGT LEADING FIG. 3

We wish to find 01 am the upper limit of e during leading
contact.

Equation of pellet face! a coo y sin - p (1)

x * R sin e
Equation of tooth circle:

y-k4 oose (2)

i im m j im m j i m j im
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or, coniiing, SID (0 +3)6 R 3

and these equt.ions are corrot for either leading or trailing oontgo%
if proper valuei of p aWd p', 6' are used.
Now to find 01, write equations for circles whose radii are R and P
respeotivuly, end solve smlaultauously. This glv$. (Xyl). Uiang
equeti9Di '1) end (P) w oaA got' and 61 IWAediatey.

iezt w f nd 0, end (not shown) for the extrem

displacemsnt of the verge in trailing contact. This will occur for
the 02 shows in Fig. 3 ;nd for tb verge rotated counterolockwise
until ontact on pullet face B Is made, which position of the verge
is not shown. Now e0 Is th angle subtended by five tooth spaces,
so that since 01 Is kown, 02 Is also known (02 4 0). Hence
equation (3) can be used to solve for .31 imndiately.

Now tooth slides

along trailing pellet0 face until posittion

-_X of last contect trailing
is reached es shown in
mg. 4. rho value of
e Is known slice by

-A syretry 4u Oe
P. 4' Is computed fra

I" / equation (3) above. 2

We now wish to flad

R Qe e the position of the
verge As It rotates

• / clockwise into a
/ position of first

contact with the leading
'C pallet face. This
/ position of the verge

Is not skhown but is
determiad by the angle

LAST CONTACT TRAILING % > 0. Uometrioal
considerations &how
that there are four

FIG. 4 tooth spaces from the

tooth which made last contact trailing to the tooth which makes first
contact leading. This known sagular displacemt is 0. Haenoe 04
being known, _ ) 0 is at once computed and oan be found frm
equation (3).
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N"W we haTYO fnuadI( extreme p-ontiong or vergo during4 le-iding

A dosir4 pola-u betwvee these extrms can be determined fro
equation (Z). Similir results hold for troiling contact. Whiln the
anglS Is a tisf.otory for loaeting weel positiona 4 4R re not
satisatory for locating verge pooitione. '% adopt a now emlecA,
,hioh will ,,preeent the dimplac..aat of the verge from it- -vuilibri,
pupition. at ? 0 It the disploeaiwt to countfrclockwi.e, t nr

O- < 0 if the displacwunt is o' .ockwis. d cun be founi irom
the hmown values of" 3 or u' 1 simple geomotrioal oonsiderationa.

The results of such calculations are displayed in the two
graph. marked Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . It is to be aoted that eoh or
these curves can be reasonably approximated by a straight line, the
equation being written on the graph.

It will be noted that these approximatlons are poor in tho
region. of larger values of qj . However it is junt thin region

Into whick the erge never moves when in actual upermtion. Tease
rogions represent pible ci positions which ,re not occupied in
the actual operting cycle. Hence in the regions uf rhysical import-
ae the linear approximations are fairly accurate.

II
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It will become "Geay later to mke use of a secead
90010tricfl r*ltonshlP whlih 'W-a eib We oonsider the
leading cuese.

TOM~QES -LEADING CONTACT

IS 
x

II

Fla ?

YU, 7 ohms the actiou ad reaction forces betwee verge
&M wThel bemot ndOvOwillbe lever erm of the torques

Lotre~ roor~ iates of ? be ( y) Then we Oan write

Bu xmRoin 0,ymk+Roos a 0)

so ve + - p) + XkR a"0 a (k OT0).

New for the Turloiu Values of 0 In tke range of leading contaoto
already deterled for the co V. 6 relatlonsip, we oompujte u,
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v, and u/v, plotting against S. The results are given on the graph
mukkod Fig.8.

The trailing case may be handled In an Identioal way %mA
its mme'4tw ae plotted ot the graph =rlke-d 74g. go

It each case it is found possible to appro imte the
u/v -t. 8 rlls4ionhIap roaenably well with a limar tmotion,
called general

These aIclts will be used later,
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III QUU1A11 II3;OF 2&,-ZW4ISM [EHAVIOUS

drfic cl obsertoa o- 1hv meohaaiem shows that tkef effect of the Yerge un- the wheel is is genesral as follows,

MI) Tke wheel rotates in leading Ooataot with Verge,
aolerattia the verge up to the point of last contact. During this
period potential energy of the spring Is belg converted into
kinetic energy of .be whael-vwrge system.

(2) After last contact leading t hre In a period of free
motion, in that the verge and wheel are temporarily free of each
other. During this period the heel continues to accelerate under
the applied torque while the verge rotates at constant speed.

(3) After a short interval the trailing collision occurs,
at so point on the curve of 1ig. 6 . As a result of this collision
saw kinetic energy is lost from the wheel-verge system end is
transformed into heat. Thie means tluit the velocities of wheel and
verge are changed. In general the effect of thi collision is to
slow down the v.-heel and reverse (or at least stop) the motion of the
vorge,

(4) Now the wheel accelerates once more, driven by the gear
train and spring, 'nd, pushing the verge before it, accelerates up
to the point of last contact trailing.

(5) After last contect trailing a free period occurs once
more, during which the wheel aci.elerites and the verge moves uniforily,.

(6) After a short interval leading collision occurs. Note
that the tooth now involved in leading collision and leading contact
is not that referred to in paragraph (1) above but in the next
succeeding tooth on the wheel. As in tralling collision energy is
lost by whrel anOn vorge, an, their voicci.es are ohanged.

(7) Finally wheel and verge once more accele-ate In leading
contact until list contact leading occurs, and the cycle begins to
repeat.

To put the matter as succinctly as possible ie say this:
during one tooth spce advance of the wheel (which is one cycle of
the verge) a nortain amount of energy is fed into the wheel-verge
system because of the constant torque applied to the wheel. But
during this time energy is lost by the wheel-verge combiustion in
the two collisions. If energy gain and energy loss are equal, then
the mechanism has reached a true cyclic condition where the entire
sequence of events is repeated each cycle with the same values of
velocity, acceleration,angular displicement, etc. This we cel3



th trmne O~dt~n xthe apparfius. Thin tom4a cantiorIsUO vt al1sd instantaft&OUgly upon release vf *be mm~hamism fr=reSt. Several cycles of the verge will be requir-ed before It to

**ttlMt
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MV &LA=rTrTTM DI3CU=SON OF ChMWISM MZAVIOUR

It exa svioa w d rtIte tkw baie equations for prafitai
vhe behavou.r of ah meehanifg,

(As ieadi and or ryllra lontact

ll() Leadigg contact. - Raftomoe should be am"* to Pt, '.

The forame , F i are the fores of action ah reae on tooth ad
verge. It l) assumed that these fnoce of normal tcn the pallet
face; that, in other words, there te no frictional force between
verge and tooth. This will be our basic assumption. The figure

shows that situation for any point of ledlng contact.

The force Fito a force exerted on the wheel (on the tooth
denoted by IR) and results in a torque of mgznltude-f(- IN on the
wheel. The moment of Inertia of the wheal Is Iw. There is also

exerted on the wheel a constant torque , originating at the spring
and transmitted to the star wheel by the gear train. Hence we write

0 2
-1(@).3:,AIw

as the differential equation of motion of the wheel.

For the verge, the only torque is o'' (0) - Vv, and this
torque tends to accelerate the verge. in the positive cease, in
aceordance with our initial assumptions. Hence we write

* atuI

an the differential equation of motion of the verge.

Collecting eqution. we have

which can be written as
F u- Tr

Of course F f' in ngmnitude, e

w -
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(2) fre~li contact

b smlaotr considerations WC Oen show that OA ZrsilnuooatLCt US Da&e an eation

Vw I , ..

(3) Solution of Dlffe ,tiel !Suatl g

(1) and (XI) cannot be solve without Nurther simplificatlon,
First Wma.r that for either leading or trailing case we hate ben
able to write C - 16 + D, y' ad D belas knowa in each casea
It follows at once that

Secondly we can now nr.ke use of the fact that we can write
I - F.0 G where F, G are kmown constants in both leading and tralliag

casel

t onoe we see that we can simnlify (1) and o) as folleoe

wlch boaeme

A first integral to

i A AO +B

stores o when e oa

Identical coneiderationa lead to a similar solution for the trailing
oa ( to be exhibited later).
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A second integral Is not poeAble, so tbht for mm desired
iforattion graphical integration must be resorted to.

This oceur during the sall periods of tim Just follewl
last contact leading and last contect trailing. The verge, which
has no torque applied to It d4uin6 a m p% .o4 , simply moves
with the (constant) speed imparted tv It at last contaot. The wboel
on the other hand is wring under hs Influence of the constant applied
torque so aoelerates uniformly, aocording to the law

2. - t eo

where -o, e -e 0 a t - 0 (his point is usually chosen to be
last contact. The situation is more fully described Inter.)

(3) Collision

This is the most difficult portion of the cycle to deal
with accurately. First we inLet recognize that there are two unkow
quantities for which certain arsumptions must of asoessity be made.
The first is the duratiou of the impact, the time over wvhich the
impulsive torque of collision iS being exerted. The second is the
degree of elasticity of the impact.

Lot us discuss thie letter situation first. It is clear
that the collisions could not be perfectly elastic, for If they were
there could not be the lose of energy whish is essential to the
behaviour of the nehanims. If the collision Is cpletely inelastic,
the mathemtioal r^rblom is simplified, but it seems somewhat
unlikely that this could be true. The collision is moet likely bo
be partially elastic. There is energy lost per collision, but not
as much lost an would occur in the completely i"letatic ease.

If we wish to work with the prtially Olastic oaie a number
of quetiono at once confront us, chief of uhich is the value we should
choose for the coefficient of restitution. Next we must assume that
the impact time is no small that the effect of the constant torque
my be neglected. Then using the conservation laws we could solve
for velocities of verge and wheel after collision. There now arises
the question of whether the verge and wheel are in contact ofter
collision. If they are notodos 'the wheel catch up with the verge
before position of last contact or not? To answer these questions
would not be easy, and the answers theselvee would depend largely
upon assumptions.
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Now if ow emies carefully the behaviour of the v@han1ow
during operation, the polishing or the pallet faces cene to indicate
tbat there i acntct between verge and tooth at all time following
oollision. In this respect the collision in apprently inolastic.
It b . .u th. 4C A* ..... l a it~e

but that the uoabIntlon of a finite tapiint ti-o and Oh ooastat
applied torque on the whel produce vkat Is effectively the saJe
thing.

As a result than of our lack of information obout physical
quantitIes plus our obsarvation of ta machan m1 bebhnTour we decided
to proced on the eesunmtion that the oollision se perfectly Inelastic
aM that the impaot time was zero. C.uwparixon of t'leoretioal and

e peristalt results will Justify this aesu ption, as we aee later.

As shell work out the equation. for a lending collision,
uswed inelastic With zero tim of ajp*O*.

There will be exerted on the wheel at impact an inpullve
torque only, beoause the Impulee applied by the oonatant torque is
zero if Impaot time io zero. -te law of consoeration of aznular
m ntm given us for the wheel

fi t - Is ( i - *0) where we deal with vectors

throughout.

for the verge

WOw these two torques art not equal in yognitude as a refoeene to
the discussion of the ratio u/v will show. Tke impulsive torque

fl' d in negative in awning, and J7 dtIs positive mud It Is
obvious that the ratio of these Integrals is then given by

At lsfding collision 0 ; 0 (velocity of wheel before collision)

0o < 0 (velocity of vsge before collision)

Now after collision t'- 0 > 0 >0
Therefore we write

'w (B ) 4 - l,40 These term are no
longer 7ectors. Signs

WIV ( "k C - .y, - Iv o~ attached to nnerival
values (is Indicated above will preserve vector relationsahips.



Forming a rastlvwe bey*

iw + Rv r

Co. eet I K a di goao,.T,
In an analeogue .n"r we opi get

00 - NI r4, C 0,- Z-

-- Ft so > 0• o

for trailing colli-tos.

For convenience we assjemo all equations below

Cotiact 1adi Contsot Trailit

2 S+ A'08 B

I*applied torque -applied torque

A - 4. ,

whre u where
GK T - F',9 e 0'

evelnuated at tho Gulliion angle, evaluated at te olieton angle.
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V. 801UTIcN OF .HE V' UATIOM 01, WTION,

'rho olution of the eqttons lised broe i very oe and
1u.teretlng. A camtes fit velon of the problem tneludin e
definition of all terma azd symbols Is given in Appendix A. Also
In Appondax 1 is a Ueecription of a shorter metbod of solution.

In g~ewertl wo begin the solution by a~smng that tbo
system to at rest in a position of IF~adlng equilibrium. T he wheel
is mlelod, begins to move and its velopity (and the+, of the Tfrge)

is computed for several points around the cycle. This process to
continued until all values of velocity for a given o,l are repeated
in the follmwing cycle, The system has now reached an equilibrium
situation which will be repoet#d each cycle thereafter.

After such a solution has been completed we kve a curve
on which wheel velocity, S, is plotted against wheel position,
8'; and a second curve on wich verg3 velocity, & , Is plotted
aeainst wheel popition, 0,. There are two thins in which we are
most interested, (1) the rA" velocity of the wheel from which we
get the period of revolutioz4 (2) the ralltionmbip of mbeel pouition
end tixn, of verge polition rnd tim. These latter curves, If
obtenable, can be checked against experinutal curves.

We first consider the curve e vs. 0,. 00e Fig. lO.This
curve is computed for a s6t of values of I t I tv,- to be discussed

later. We first asums tha curve to be divided into a nmber of
linear segments each of wtch Is represented by an equation

Tha l;mits of the segment of
the curve are a1, aL an

indicated In Fi. 12.

I I
I I

I I

e.i . ,12

II
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it ilt a bimple smtter to show that 0 - 6 (0) aS given above,booms

K so 4 A " )

ven integrated to get 0 * (t), &M that from this

e- (NO. +A) oK (t - to) (3)

The *VOeW TelZOAty with respect to time is given by

IA * (t - to)
at A t "t

Taking lotaftka of ( ) Wsubstituting gives

I,#K 0&2+ A
K 04 A

From this equation t is computed. This however is a lengthy process
for nearly all ths ourves 0 vs. 0, e  i t requires thiaeti we d stincni
K and A for each line segment Into which the curve Is broken.

Let us copute the average velocity - with respect to
position rather than with respect to tins

or So - ± , A ()

Returning to equation (4), the lsrito s term y be ezp.ad In a
eertes, aeteng

2 (01 + A/K) 3(61 + A/W

It can be shown very easily that If As < <

then equation (6) and equaton (5) becoms Identical and So -1.
It is maja easier to find from the cur:e of Fig.ZOth4n It is
to find Ot, and if A 0 - 0.01 radians, the differeno betj n the
values is very small. ?or this reason Us average value,
any roll approximtjkly linear segent of the ourvs is determined
from the expression A .

I
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The c~gls of rotation ut the wheel for on oycle of the

verge was divided Into mall intervls aM the :rr&c-a rel-Ity over
eah of these intervals wa read from the graph. The tim required
for the star wheel to traverse each of th se iments ms found by
divid.in the length of the interval by the average velocity for that
libormlt# The sum of these times im the tim required for the whel
to turn through the a"l of one tooth spao, and the delay tim per
rwlutin is the #= of the*e time mltlpltod by %be mber of

Fte@'1L on the star wh.e The average angular velocity of the star
whol ( solmetmel called the terminal volo'ity) Is the agtle subtended
by one tooth space divided by the su of the ti intervals.

]a'm the values of tim end the oorresp iuin vaoes of star
Whoel position a greph of star wheel position veurme tim o~n be
plotted. Also, sime the verge position t known as a funotion of
star wheel position a siilar ourve of verge, position vere time
oa be plotted. -A* ourves of pouitions as a function at time for
a typical star wheal and verg e, shown In F18. 13 , were obtained by
this method from the curve of Fig. 10

I
I
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DlATA, T1ORKTICAL AND MaTWAL: T-ak M
certels theoreticsl predictlios can be cheoked experimntully,

aid ihereftr thlo oould be done the comparison wan made. All remAts
d4saae4 in this seatiou were obtained on the basis of the !
wheel msdel described in Section VI - EMMMWAL I6THODS. All
expriental methods used in obtenig reultz quated below are
fully described In Section VI1.

(A) I AND VI1QE YfIO

As described Is the preceedlng paragraph we were able to
obtain curves 0e1in how star wheel position varied with tin,
eM the sam for the verge. For the particular oase (I , 3640 Va.ox
Xw a D079 g e, , 2.71 X 10 dyne on.), w obtained exzprintal
curve* by the potentioweter method. Little detail In noted in
Fi. 14* wklck give* star wheel position versus time. General
characterietics m&y be compared with Fig. 13. Fig, 15 shows one o
the points of collision mgified by shortening tko sep time.
The short straight lie segent* In *aab curve repreent the effeot
of tka IsiViAm1 sa ftas m the lo tentl ante,

3'l.i Jig. 15

A better comarison at theory verseus experiment can be

*ai~m by sOMiderl im. 7160 eM 0"g 1?.IT

FiC, 16 represents an experimental graph of verge position
versus time, obtained by the potontloweter maekod. The ripplea
impressed on the curve are not understood, They my represent



simply a vibration of th, verge set up, during a collision, at1 tkis
ems to be the most logical conclusion. Note the *xoslln t general

agreement in shape of the ourves of 7_-. 1 eM Fi- , U

)'Ig. 17 represents an e34vrimental grph or star mboeel

position versus tim, It was obtained by the photo call athod.
It should be noted that if the wheel ooves with unitorm speed, the
trace ij triaenagar in aZbap. In Fig. 17 this s cond leg of the
trinaule tme in showing . At the four ontixwter ark un tke
left of the ourre shows a collision, as it does also at about the
1 centimeter mark. Of course our c rve indicates clearly that thee
collisions are not instantaneous as is the assumption for the curve
of Fig. 13. Nevertheless, thA ge orel aharieoterltios of theoretical
and *xperimntel curves are in good agemnt.

3x seven curves ilke Fig, Ll were obtained theortlGally,
each for a different torque or mamnt of inertia. Also there were
obtained sovernl other experizzntal ourves like Figs. 16 anl 17.
In all cases comparisna showed reasonable ag-"eament !t tM genral
etruoture of the ourvesa

In all uases covuted au mnatioro, abovo i- ifat found that
by the fourth cyole of* motion equill rium had beca establiahed.

No particularly striking eoxuxiaental *Vldemo was obtalied
by the mthod of Section VII part, (CY, and no photographs are inoluAdd.,
Such amall evidence t we bnre indicates with certainty that
equilibrium Is establisked witkin four cycles.

(C) VARIATION O? TER1ING LC~ITY mWITH APPLIJ TORqUZ

By the *terminal velocity* we man the average or mas
velocity over P cycle atter equilibriu habi been reaoked. This
was coputed aa explAlned in preceediag Section V from curve In
Fig. 10. For each new choice of torque (4 I unchanged) a new value
of teinal velocity is doputedo using one oF the methods outlined
in Appendix A or Appendix B. Fig. 18 is a graph of vq. f .
Three curves are drawn, O*n for each of three values of IT; I w
b6i.g unchanged in all cases. Both experimental and theoretical
points gre plotted. In Fig. 19 the sam date appears, now plotted
na log I Vs. log 11' . MIeaeurents of the elope of the". curves
(both expioriental and theoetical) give a value very close to 0.5.
This means of course that
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A eursory inapeotion of the equations used (Apoesdiz A or Apoeindix B)
n4±oaett t. ths iaonhip to to be ezpooted. The foot tkhat w

do fin4 it true e"pe. tally is further evidence of the validity
of the asuptiona used in otir theoretical ftaxoning,

(I UnclATog 07 Tgumh A La .OZYwr Ti

On Fig. 0 are plotted several curves ve. IV. Three
such curves are given, euch being taken at a different torque, but
1w being constant for ale, Both the elpertnental and the 6hsorttoal
curesar* plot~ed In each "o.o Pigs 21 exhibits the sam data,

plotted as log 0 vs. log IV . It Is rvottooable here that the log - log
plate r* straight lAsel, with am average slope of - .612. This
indt oatoo vhat

to he tuu ttonal dependenoe of e on I.. T'here is no obvioua way In
which this dependence can be predicted by theory.

(BW)!VARXATXON OF TINAL VELOC~ITY WMT L

The agpeemnt of theoretical and ezperintal results for
variable Iw wia poor. Is general, theory predicts tbat ae increases,
termlml velocity xemIU nerly constant. Fig. Re show: t *s at
tr-o different vluos of I, being held constant 1z all cass at
-'- ,91 10 ldyme eam. Only three points on eoch ourove ere

obtaiad experlmentally and these are plotted. For the two upper
curves at least, very poor agromeat will be noted. Fig.25 , Is a plot
of exporimental values only. The pointe occur in famlies of three
mumbers, each mmber of the fanily being oharacterleed by a different
v alue of 1 w. A oXeaisat.oa of these points will kelp convince one
I t the 'Ifeat of IVon 4IN sml indeed. In fact the scatter of
the ozperitntal points hldes ccmpletely any dopndeonce which my
existo It is of Interest towtb that at the point where 1 - 2598,
regardless of tke value of I the three vilues of rin any om famdly
of ourves nearly *olnoldeo *ty this should occur Is not known. One
curve has been drawn for each group of points as an aid to picklag

'; ; out Use groups,

IZn goner wo find It difficult to draw conclusions regarding

fferthe d,,ead o o a, We s.al' determine this dopandonce It a
':'different waly.
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we tre now prepared to derive as emperical equation which
will prediot f for a given physioal situation. It i e fr v oth
the ory end experiment that t , for a verge-whoel combination of

given shape and center syacing, can depend only upon tVire thins;
(1) applied torque 1' , (2 ) wheel m at of inertia I,, (5) Verge
moent or inertia I . -

We have found above that

-. 612

Dimensionally, I w must enter this equation In ouch a nnar that the
right hand side of the equation has the dimnlons 1/ time. TkW
simplest possible way to accomplish this is to rrt.

-. 12 0112

which gives us correct dimensions for 6. Now A is a constant (or
should be) which Is dimnsionless, being determined, as It Is, only
by the geometrical shapes and dimensions of the wbeel-verge combination.

To cheok this equatior we computed A for slxtoe different
values of W and their oorresponding values of i , IV and 1w. 1s
found that

A- .231± .04
as a mea value

Hience~
! / - 6 1 2 . 1 1 2

6i - .2 3 1 I VI I

Is the empirical equation predioting the terminal velocity for the
partoular wheel-verge combination under study.

We next repeated this procedure for experimntal values
of ; using arme cases as above. We now found that

A .200± 4%

Here also, then, it seeo to be tt-. that our epirioal euatics will
predict with reasonable accuracy the values of 0 for given values of

'. other variables. The Ae'¢iation in A only reflects, of poure,
the expa.i*ental variations among the determined values of 0. That
this value ot A is asmaller is also to be expected, since the effect
of friction, i nored in our theoretical work, will clearly decrease
the values of b~jlow theoretical expectations.
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In praotiee it 1 more camoz to discuss delay tim pr

star wkeel revolution than it is to dtsiums terinal velocity. Hence
i my renwrite our empirin! equaia .u__a1rp

%&*re T is time delay per revolution and -

A

(0) FfCT OF PALLET' FA(M SLOPW UPON TERMINAL VELOCITY

ThAs section of the report indioates cortain preliminary
results only. Referemno to .iis,2*wlll Indicate what chazges were
made In the p&31at faces.

Points Le and P' are
kept in the same
places ith respect
to 0, tUs oent6A of
rotation of the verge.

FIG. 24

The anglen at P and ?I were increased or decreased. At P
Is showa approxlmtely the " + 12' Verge" in whieh each face of the
verge wes rotated outward 12% giving a total increase in the angle
at the oorer of 4. The same thing me done et P' of ouhrse.

The dotted lines at PO Indicate how verge facie wre
rotated Iwnard L" each to make the "-12* Verge". The trtal decrease
Is angle at the corner is here 24, and of course in dore at both P
a2 P'
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Wuen on* changes the slope of the pallet faces one Is
eonroa- dwith a ccrpleveXy tio situation. It is necesary to retU72f to

the baei oalouletion, find how ot vawies with 0, end how u/V vI
with e, and then reconpute a whole new series of terminal vele--!ties.

Boh calculations bye been oarriod out for the 0* 4" Verge

and the "-4" Verge", for a rne of valuws of Z,. Mtule ealaulfetif
for the "4 12" Vergew and the "-le Verge hay* been ocmputod.

Certain tentative conclusions my be drawn from this eoaat
dAta. As the angles at P and a' are decrersed, termizal velocities
tend to decrease, and an the anles are iscreaseod, terminal velocities
tend to Increase. Because of the geomtrioal factors involved, the

S+ 12 Vargo* and the "- 121 Vergo" are limiting oases beyond whick
the apparatus Jam fo one reason or another.

More data will be anuired and a fuller discussioa of the
effect of slope of pallet faces on terminal velocity will be given late.
In particular it is hoped that the effect of this faotor upon the
Constant torM A of the empirical equation might be found.

Im closing this section It should be remomber, that all
work described above -ies carried out with the wodol in mind, none Is
directly applicable to the actual Lux "loek moohanm without fUrthor
disousslon.

5..



Poiiary to etaawive tha~rotioal work on the operation
of the &*M51% a sodol of the star *&**I and verge me constructed of
bn"a. The, dinons of Woi model were ton tims those of the actual
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Suilarly by adding brass cyolindexr to the verge shaft the following
vaYlues were obtained for total vor--me =nt of 'ruila;

la3 Or-Ca= 3098 6402090 0440
859 4140

*w rafius Of the drivig p~k iley wnt 2.76 sottnters A layout of the
varlow disoo and oyliers, so well as verge and starwheel Is ahon

A carbon potantionster was connected across a battery. The
potenticmter shaft was coupled to the verge shabft and connection made
ftro the center terainal of the potentiometer (contact arm) to the
vertical plates of the CRO. fhe grounded side of the CR0 input was
connected to the negative terminal of the battery. The horizontal
swep tire of the oscilloscope could be varied continuously and was
calibrated to within 5tl. If th, verge woved at constant velocity the
trace should be a straight line whose slope is proportional to the
velocity of the verge. Deviations from the linear trace indicate
the nature of the verge motion, as plotted against time.

A wire wound potentiowater we coupled to the star wheel
shaft'and connections =ad* as described above for the verge position
as a function of tints. The wire wound potentlometer was modified to
allow 360* rotatoa. If the star wheel were to rotate at cozstant speed,
the potential difference between the contact arm of the potentimter
and ground would produce a saw-tooth wave on the oscilloscope screen.a
ihe photographs representing the star wheel position as a function of
tim were obtained by twaiag- up the oscilloscope gain and triggering
the sweep at the beginning of a revolution of the potentiometer. Thus
the iDhotographed trace shows the position of the star wheel as a function

of Sim for one cycle of the verge, the slope of the ourve being
proportional to velocity.

Ae obtain an oscilloscope trece that presented the relationship
between star wheel position and time as a continuous curve, the apparatus
shown by diagram 4 in Fig. 25' was used. A disk with a sector cut
In it woa attached to the star wheel shaft so as to rotate in front of
an are shaped alit. A type 929 photocell was placed in a housing behind
this arec shaped sliv. Fig. 20 show* cithode follower circuit used with
photo cell. 2f a ligkt been from a 22 o.p. source uniformly illuminates
the portion of the sector disk in front of the photocell slit, a tri-
angular pulse should be produced as the sector passes in front of the alit
at constant angular velocity. This wuld occur if the lUght passing
thbrwgb the sector just fills the slit when the sector and slit coincide.
If this aondition Is not wt, the peak of tha triangular pulse would be
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out off. ',he method used to insure that the COR,, traeo accurately
represented the star wheel position an t function of time was as
followe. The vergv- n * and the star 4".sal ratian., &'V 0astat'
speed by a pulley system from a rwtor. The light bem uas than focussed
on tke senctor so an to give a tr, of sonstant elope on the oscilloscope
oarwen. !e sweep time of the oveillograph may be adjusted to show
only that portion of the triangular pulse produced as the sector comes
in line with the slit.

big. k9 shows the linear

pse wa the wheel moves at
uniforM velocilty (lower
phot &raph).

'ihe upper curve to the trace
produced by the wheel in thecame IV - 2098 1m.0Z.2

r-1 w  207 "9 SM ., "ea

2.71 x 10 dyne cm.

Fig. 30 is a photograph of the apparatus as described above
for the P. E.C¢ll method.

A check was made on the number of cycles required for the
model star wheel to reach equilibrium conditions. -his was done by
attaching a phosphor bronze wire to the verge and oonnectin the frame
of the model to the g:ound of the CRO. Nwo phosphor bronze wires were
arranged on opposite sides of the first wire so that as the verge
oscillated.the center wire and one of the outside wires would act as a
switch closing a circuit applying a potential tc the ORO and producing
a deflection. After a ball cycle, the other out&ide wire and the
center acted as a swiitch to apply a different and opposite potential
to tho ORO producing a different deflection In ne opposite direction.
If the deflectionb In auucessivs cycles were equally spaced, terminal
velocity of the star ,heal had been obtaiavd. he URO seep was
umnually triggered Just before the model was allowed to start.
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Y.arig'. ioads were suspended by a strin attache4 to the
wooden drivixg p,:.loy, tbus securing .. range of driviag torques.
T*eIa1 voloolties wam d t*inaed from inasurements of time required
for the loads to fall a distance of 140 om. M such easu.r -ts
were made over a rep.e of wes!. wcnts amd verg* in, onts.

In a' of the above mutioned neasurements of terminal
veloolty the driv .4 lcd and whol were started from rest and no
correotion w&s =11 for the time to reaoh terminal velocity. 'he correction
was found to be ne#1itble linac the wheel made about eight revolution&

*In the measured time ad caloulitiona showed that equilibrim "ws
reached in about onre-seventh of a revolution.

I



VIII. LUX CLOCK M Ci NISM. DATA, MZULTS, ERIf

(A) THE AMFICATION OF TH9ORY TO TFM LUX CLOCK MISMa.

In reviewing our theory as applied to the model we will
r~er that the star wheel ite considered to be free except for the
constant applied torque and the reaction torque applied to it by the
verge, In the actual mcan1ea howrver, there is clearly an inter-
action between the etar wheel and the rminder of the gear train.
This could possibly result in a considerably increased effective
woment of Inertia for the star wheel. True, we have considered that
wheel mmoent plays a smll role in determining e, but It seems necessary
to investigate the shove situation regardless.

ni.30 is a
sehematio diagrm
of the gear train of
the Lux clock meohanism.
Gear# I ithe star
wheel, end Gear # is
the first gear In the

L ~train. Sw clock
mechanisms have two
intermediate gear
rather than one. We
#hall adapt our result
to a general case, so
that the situation
pictured Is sufficient

F > . for our purposes.

f'rA i a echemtic
representation of the
torque applied by the

Gee Oet',r ofZU.V C&-a spring to the firm$
gear wheel. Similarly

.T' is a SchematioFIG. 30 repiesentation of the

torque applied By

the verge to the star wheel. The other symbols and vectors are self-
evident. The moments of inertia of the three gear wheels are 11,
12, and I respectively.

Writing differential equations of motion for three gears given

(117127r - i; -I 1 l
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(5) AFs 3 1 5a
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Wb~'U ~ y-* ~32-: the mechanical advantages.

Where 4wheel2.
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calcultir; R"11 ta-Lu. or o! oir baoa esumptions was that the
time during which a oollislon takes place Is infinitesimlly mal,
so that the applied torque was ineffective during collision. We know
that this to not true. As tba torque increases suoh a auppoeitiol
loads to results less trust wortky, For eample, suppose that our

theory predicts that the luatantaneoume collision sbou reault In a
reversal of dfrectIou or the star, wheel, as always does happen whenise two or more times larger than 1'w" In actuality, this collision

draged out over several millIspeondep so that the chge In
Yelocity mentioned above does not take place Instantaneously. Ratkar,

the applied torque acting durin this Interval prevents the reversal
predieted by theory. The larger the applied torque, the greater
Its feotiveness in preventing the changes In velocity predioted
by t heor'y.

- B

Fig. 31 Fig. 32

Fng. 31 is a sketch of the kind of curve theory predicts
for the ea when IT , 3I, showing that the wheel backs up at each
4ollision.

Fig. 32 is an experiental record of the curve for the
clock mechanlm for the same case. A compariaon o the curves
indicates how the physical situation described above alters the
behaviour of the star wheel. Tb *backing up* tendency of the
wheel is aoothe4 out as the result of the effeot of the applied
driving torque.



Yig, 32 is a photograph of a CRO trae obtained for the LuxSclok mechenI usin a poto 'll as described in Section VII for
the model. The Lux clock echanim was disassembled and matohing
holes dr.lled thro.-gh the pl*t 0: tae echania that support t1e
gear trViAi d thMogh the Star wbeel itslif. 7son wall pleas of
aluinium foil. were glued with Duco oam arount the edges of the
bole in the Star .hel SO as to form an are shaped alit In the star
Wheel. Aluinum foil wa similarly used to form an arc shaoped slt in
one of the base plates of the mobeaim. After reassembling the
uohanm±m, it was wunt*ed in front of the 9229 photo cell. A light
bem= was focussed on the slit as shown in the photograph (Fig. 33).
To be sure that the traces obtained on the oscllloscope screen
peeontoed the relatioship between star whee). position and time,
the apparatus was run at constant speed with the verge reoved. To
run the meahanism at constant speed, the spring operated driving
gear was disengaged and an auxiliary pulley driven gear used to drive
the wohanmm.

(C) WMYIUAL CON3-.AlrrS OF TIME CLGCK I1FCHAUL 1

Luz clocks having nominal times of 1/2, 1, 1-1/2, 5, and
10 see were used to obtain data on driving spring torque, mechanical
adrantge of gear train, static star 'heel torque, terminal velocities,
Limdt of angular motion of verge, number of cycles of verge for star
Wheel to reaoh terminal velocity, and moments of inertia of star
wheel and verge.

Terminal velocity of the star wheel was masured by
counting the number of revolutions of the star wheel and estirwvting
fractions of revolutions in the complete run of the clock. ,.'his
number was divided by the time required for the complete run as
measured by the average of ten time measuremnts made with an
electric seconds tiur.

Terminal velocity of the star wheel was also obtained by
use of a photo cell receiving light reflected from a mirror on the
star wheel at each revolution. 74he photo-cell pulse was fed to ORO
and the calibrated sweep time was used to calculate the terminal
velocity. 'his method was used to check the other mothod which was
normally used.

its spring torque lu each clock was measured by a lever
arm and weight arrangement. easuremnts were made with gear train
disengaged and engaged with the verge out of the clock.

Static star wheel torque was measured by a lever arm
and weight arrangement using the hub on the star nheel as the
cylinder on which to wind the thread from which the weight hung.

I
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The michobauicl advantage of t"e two types of gear trains
used in the 1/2, 1, 1-1/2, 5 and 10 "a oclocks was calculated fro=

: t absr 0At otb in each gear.

'. me of Iner~tia of star wheel and verge wars detoermind

u814ia Silk thread a the suspension and applyg the torsion
peodulum method. These values chocked well idth those of t he model
* coaled down by the factor of 10 5 .

No date gathered as outlined above is recorded here. It
will be referred to as needed later.

A beam of light falling on a photo call was interrupted
by the toeeth of the rotating Star wheel. The resulting signal on
tbe sereen of a CPO was photographed and Ahown as )ig.,5

The distance between adJaeent

peaks of the trace indicate timi
intsr*'eld. The photograph shows
condition is reached in

approximately 3 cycles. Apparatus
starts from root at left side
of trace.

(1) MDWCAt EQUATION P OR TM IA VILOCITInS

Reaelling the empirical equation derived for the rodel, we
ask if a similar equation oSL be found for the actu.al chanim.
In order to aback such an equation, we need to kno: the mouents of
Inertia of star wheel and verge. Likewise the angular speed could be
deterained. 'ile most difficulty is met when we attempt to masure
the torque. Inspection of the vl'"iouB models of the rechticA
indicate that the sam spring Ie used "n each. However there to
ooamiderable variation in the measured valuee, of the torque appl.ed
to the star wheel. quite clearly friction botween sprin coils,
between gear teeth, and at shafts all contribute differing amounts
of resistive torque. It is not at all surprising that our experimental
wmraurements should vary widely.

If one now attempts to s:t up an empirical equation of the form
-.612 .112

I I



c.:i LUs u,, lh e.x*Z1,ientfll vulues of 8, T etc. in order to dete-mino
' ; hi.' i 3 d .- - find

. .318 .18 ± 105-o

npprc. %i:nte! v. .o,J .uch of the angular deviation is caused by

br,a1. down j:' theory is problemntical. Lhe data used would suggest

that the rF.ore i:nportz.nt reason for the large deviation lies in the

IThck of consistency in experimental data used to deternine A.
"o sub-taitiation of the folLovir.y statement cn be mde, but it

is prob 1-1y true th. t if better experinental data were available

the m:irc'l formula :%ould predict much more closely the true values
of .

BEST AVAILABLE COPY



no rust uno th' exicrimental values of 0, "V etc. in order to dete.ino

If thi. is d nt e find

I z .018 .18 t 10

apprcxl.ate' v. 1'ow i',uch of the angular deviation is caused by
brt~ab down -.' theory is problematical. d he data used would suggest
that the rore inport,.nt reason for the large deviation lies in the
lack of consistency in experimental data used to determine A.
No substantintion of the follovr,7 statement ct'.n be made, but it
is prob'-0y true thAt if better experimental data were available
the ethpirict1l formula t uld predict much more closely the true values
of

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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COWL7r 3LUTOIU F0R THE WYrroN Or 713 3YTU

ThJ# ealculatioxi is begu with the asoetion tbt tbo
stor vhoel =d veraf are stationary with the verge in tho equilibrium

pi tion am the star wheel 14ading ovetrotg.T e follosi symbols"
aill be uied througlout.

0o - Anbular position of radium vector to tip of star wheel
tooth at leadi s contact with verge in quilibrtu position, mesured
In radians from tb* center line )f star wheel and verge, positive
angle being mesured clockwise,

0, - Angular poosition of radi~us vector to tip of st;ar
wheel tooth at laest contact leading*

9a Angular position of radius vector to tip of star wheel
tooth at trailing collision.

03 U 92

to o Anular poaition of radius vector to tip of scar wheeltooth at 141t contact trailing,

05 u Axtular position of radIlu vector to tip of star wheel
tooth at 1cading collision.

*3A Angular position of radius vector to tip OA' star
wheel tooth in trailing contact at the instaut ~l star wheel resume
rotation in the positive sense it the star wheel has been caused to

A r~evers* direction upon collision with the verge.

0 - Mgular poaltion of radius vector to tip of star
wheel toothln trailing contact when star wheel returns to the position
of traiing collision with a positive velocity. ev to equal to 03
and appears only in the one* where the truililg collision causes a
reversal of the star wheel.

e8  Angular position of radius vector to tip of star
*Sieol tooth% leading contact at the instant the star wheel resume

rotation in the positivo sense after a leading collision which has
caused reversal.

e6y - Angular position of rmdius vector to tip of star
wheel tooth n leading contact when utar wheel returns to the
position of leading collision with a positi e velocity end Is equal
to 06.



Q<g,- AVUar Position (if tne verge at triling collision

raorukd !F .... Aw in tka equilibrim positiun of ti verge, ponitive
angles being ;asur*d iu a Ouitort ouk'Lge dIrtotlon.

O(xr- Angulax position of the verge at leading oolision
moaswtd In the sau msanner as (A I

41 m Agular velocity of star wheel at last OOnt t lsoadin,
olookwse velocities being positive.

o 2 - Angular velocity of star wheel just prior to trailing

c3 a Angular velocity of star keel immdiatey following
trailing collision.

i 4 m angular velocity of star wheel at o,st contact trailing.

5 - Augular vreloo1lt y of star wheel jut pr'ior to lm ;-,!tn

collision.

06 - Angular velocity of star wheel Imediately after
leading ocollision.

e a Angular velocity of star wheel at Oa8.

;6B " AngLaar veloaity of utar heol at e6B.

.1 - Anlar veloity or verge at last contact leadin,
positive verge ve loities being measured in a counterclockwise
direction,.

C<2 m C-I - Angular velocity of verge just prior to tmiling

oollisioca.

tK - Angular velocity of verge inediatily following
trailing collision.

Oi - Anu.ar voloolty of VYriga aorreapoudinge to the
atarZ w1ho*2 velocity 03B.

<4 Angular velocity of verge at last contact trailing.

ICA 5 Angular velocity of verge iImdiatoly prior to
leading colliaion.

>6 - Anguler velocity of verge immadiately ifter leding
eel list c.

6W% = A- 4ular velocity of verve corresponding to the star
wheel velocity 06.



free the 8anae rlAtionship curves.

rl"v- tr~nrn Ism enwatnnt a~i1j.A tn th,, star

E. - 1"t of iekx'tia of the orYei.

w, - Woment of inertia o: the verge.

OX - The en1 ±r radians between the rdius veotor to the
tip of a tooth at leading contact to the radius vectcr to the tip of
the tooth which makes the next trailig contact (in thli cnss, five

tooth spaces) and is ali;,ya considered positivt.

e, - The angle in radians between the radius vector to the
tip of a tooth at trailing contact to the radius vector to the tip
of the tooth whiob ikes the next 1hading contact (in this case, four
tooth sp oes) and is alway, considered positive.

bhs velocities of the star wheel Fmd verge at the various
points in the first cycle are calculated from the followiaP equations:

2 -r in Af 1

After leAt contact leading, the verge ontinues to turn
with a constant angular velocity oqual to 46 , while the at&,. wheel
is accelerated by the drivfn torque. The positlonj of star wheel
and verge at trailing collision must now be determined. One metko4
of accomplishing this is to assun a value an oalculate the time
lapse between last contact leading and trailing collision fron the

equation:

t- O4 . I (3)

The correspon4i.ag value is calculated:

OP-1' t t + (ex) (4)

This point ( cK2, 62) is located on the graph of c( vs. e
and successive values of v< 2 are chosen and the procedure repeated
until the point lies on the curve.

dr
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;be star wheel end verae velooities Just pDrIor to trailing
coillsion are calculated fru the following:

•• - "4

Star wheel and verg. velocities inamdiately followive
tral1lii collieou are given by the equations:

V(6)

03 IW t - ,,, (7)

In the event that the' value of ;,j azz deterxied fvum equatlun
(7) is negative a reversal of the direction of ste wheel tiloa ecours
and it becomes necessary to determine the poltlnn at which the star
wheel comes to rest as follows:

0 -% + B - xr (9)

Yollowing this, the wheel moves in a positive direction
and arrives at the position at which oollision Gcourred with a
velooity-1

";382 = A' In A'e B'

This velocity is equal to minus 83.

'-he wheel drives the verge until the position of last contact
trailing is reached, at which point 'he velocities are determined
as follow&:

;42. ;3B 2 ,4 2 'r in AGA +B
2 2~A'O3 + B'

44~ (12)

If the velocity 93 an determined by eqlation (7) Is positive,
equations (9) and (10) are not used an 03 and OU in equation (11)
are replaced, respectively, by 03 and 63.

Fo3lowing last oontnet trailing the verge ortilnuea to rotate
at a constant angular velocity equal to C w While the wheel is
accelerated by the driving torqse.



i'he p.lut of leadin collision "rt now be 8etermined Ia
c' t a nd the t 0yam1 ih between pot 1ontact trolli and
loolain colision ib calate d by Zh eqfol on

tt

Z

65 ia (16)OK

ts bufore, o tothe raph of eqw To.,
0 and the value of Q~a~a .  Id until the point lies on the Curve.

,A#h Oaer-heol and verge veloaltlos Just prior to loading
collision Ymy theo, be deterzinzzd an follows:

- zw54(v
Velocities innod.ately rollowin4g loading oollisloA are

then calculated by the equations :

% Iw + xxv r"

As in the trailing. collision, if the value of 06 as given
by equations (17) is negative, the posltion at which the star wheel
o s to resot is dete=niwA 7 the foalowing:

(19)

The velocity rebmd by the staer wheel upon arrival atthe

position of colliti~n iz eqm l to A kk 06 au my be efteaed by
the following: :

This oaaletoe what is cousidered to be the first cycl of
verge motion. As In the case of trailing oollision, equallon
(19), (20) and (21) ftre used only whon equation (17) gives a negative

value Of 6 -



To calcUo the velocities at tb& Varou paist& it th#
Noe Oyals, one procoods as follos. 'No s, &r ubl velocity Ot
lant contact loading is aoteo-minod from the following ovation:

, JA96 + B

t e tbL corresponding verge velocity is:

FM tha point *a, the calculation pruoeods exactly as
indloetee in the firat cycle, and each subsequent cycle follows the
pattern of the seosd cycle. When the point is reached at which eaok
veSolity oalculated for a oyol* is the mmas that obtained In the
prokiedi cycle, the star wtlA* is ocuuldered to hays r-ohad a
constant average velocity. It Is worth acting that, for all cases
oonsidered up to the present time this boo occurred by the foturth
cyole.

After the system reacbem a constant average velocity the
star wheel and vergoe velocities at the various points In tho oyole are
plotted against azguas rotation of the star whel. A onsvenient
scale is obtained by coasidering the sta. wheel to be In tM rerefoes
or zero position at the position of leading col.11sios. In moving
from the position of leading collision to the position of last contact
leading, the star wheel must tu r through an angle equal to the difference
between e6 and Ol. The reloclties of star ieel and verge at last
contact leadizg are plotted at:

,- e l  G | ;

Since the angle 0 at lest contact leading is referred to
the tooth In leading contaoi and the angle 02 at trailing collision
is referred to a different tooth at un angle OK frca the tooth in
leading contact, the velooities 2 and 2 ar plotted at a point:

ep, . all + (OK - 91 ., 8) (25)

Plotting points for subsequent velocities are determined
ra follows:

03 a2' (26)

e0.. 0, - (e3 - A) (8)

93B' 8 3 (28)

, e3 (49 - 03) (29)
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An aua iWtsrwdiate painti m*"w- to 4raw '.k* u
ae calcualated as follows. 11 the region from the origina to 0'j
latexuadiate points a distance 460 frm the origin ars deternuead

fotteequation

S In the region frus Oil to 02', intermdiate points 011 A 0
a" gvenby:

n2 -A (35)

In tke region fr~ 03 1 to 0,, £atezed~iate points at
931 46 are given byi

; z 2 £ 1 n A ' _ 6 % +~ 46 ) 4 B I ( 6)
o 05 *Y. in A' 05 * B1

and in the region from 04' ti- 0.', intermediate points at 01+
are ealcu.1ated fre the *auation.

;2 r2 (7)

Under the condition that the star vhool is zeveiMel following
a t~illlft oolisiii.'zinto raediats points in the region 6. ' to9,,A to 03B'
eitstva AiO from 63A' may be determined from the foliwing:

;2 t In& (&&j ,A 0) + JB'

In~ this uase the positive and negative roots are both ued,
the positive root yielding a point on the curve between e3A and 03B9,
and the negative root a point between 031 end 03A'

If the leading collision causes a reversal of the star
4hiel, points between e, $-A' end e6k' a distance AS0 from 66A~' can
I)* calculate. in a siMILa 6ARMer from the equation:

;2 s 1. AOA+ d )+B(9



W~ORT iFTWhIb -.41J!TrTnJ Mpt jjIg AMrICKI or r rL

It to ro#411Y obaarwA tht ~~lutt r ~? -*v9lol)ty by tbe m~thod Ju*t iutlsod I a flow dtid tadt ,u tskPeJtioulorly when It Is bgnuar7 to COICuItf this Telooity for
a number of Yoras aud star w**l noattv and torques. ZAprforslng tbe* oslcvulat OU by the lon fethoG, it will be notedthat, for star whel, atid verge combilwtionu with tke same "peodsinrfaces th4 v~rf* and4 &ter whaek angles at til~~I* 4lII;& ad ek, azd4 the correspon~ding sagle at leadling o~l11$i~no, 5 and e are very nearly oonstant after terdnal velocity Isreached. cAeso values are foumd to be nearly constant Irrespeotiveof the torque and of the vergoe and star wheel mamts of inertitaAssumin them to be oonstant leads to a lose laboricus Mntbod ofoalculation of the aver"* velocity of the star wheel. Thi methodof calculation Is outlI4 below.

Onoe the values of ep, and 05 are establisbed by the previouslathod of 0aloulation, the fOl1owing constants are ovaltated.
Cl.j iLn AO 0 , B

A * B

0 - - -' 8, r( (41)

C4  Tw  VOT

A' A'e + BI'

1w

07 " X, r" (40)
C8 Iw * KIT r (47)

Now a value of 0 # tho star whoel velocity Iraediatalyfollowis4 leading oollisfon, in assumad and t' velooit±,y ataubaoquent points in the cycle are calculated froz the follow±ng



04C

;44a ;3 4C

Is all yrvbability thbe value ft ~s:bazdi 11 n~ot

yild a o2~ossd ocle very quickly,

Following this, the uecessary IstormInito points to plot
a auxwe of star vasal vlocity versus m-tar 'iie@l angular

displaaemint or* calculated am before, and theo averago vw03ity
oftasa Jo sdsmuda rvosyIdctd


